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To all Breed Associations, Saddle Clubs and Equine Professional Organizations,
the South Carolina Horsemen’s Council would like to invite your members to
add their voice. Our goal is to build a positive relationship with You for the
future of SC horsemen.

❖ Winners of SCHC
Obstacle Challenges

The past year has seen many successes and some challenges for the South
Carolina Horsemen’s Council. We have helped to successfully defend the
SC Carriage Industry as well as developed a statewide training program
for Law Enforcement to recognize animals in need of help. As these
efforts continue, as well as many others coming out this year, we need
involvement from South Carolina Breed Associations, Saddle Clubs and
Equine Professional Organizations.

❖ How to Avoid Being
A Victim

The membership has many perks it also allows for nomination of the breed
association members to be nominated and elected to the SCHC Board of Directors
to better voice their specific concerns as well as stay abreast of what is happening
with the other groups throughout the state.

In an effort to better represent all of the horse men and women of the
state, we would like to bring each of the Associations, Clubs and
Professional Organizations voice to bear with our own.
Much like other states, when you join a club or association, you have an
option to join the state’s horse council. With the paid, yet discounted
membership, the association, club and professional members would have
access of all the SCHC membership benefits including the equine
insurance programs. Members are also informed on current legislation
impacting the industry of which there has been a lot proposed the past
couple years.
Members support enables SCHC to continue to assist the equine
community including helping geld stallions, send children to 4H camp
and award scholarships annually. SCHC has given grants to vet and
vaccinate rescues, held clinics throughout the state on topics such as
pasture management, equine nutrition, and lameness. SCHC Horse
Events bring education and entertainment to equine enthusiasts of all
disciplines. In the betterment of our passion please consider this for your
specific group
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for show season
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Jackpot Obstacle Challenge
On April 14th the South Carolina Horsemen’s Council
conducted their District One Jackpot Obstacle
Challenge at the Anderson County Sheriff’s Office
Mounted Search and Rescue Qualification Course
located on Copeland Road with participants and their
horses coming as far away as York County to compete
for a $200.00 cash price. The event drew more than 20 riders and horses to the event which is
sponsored by the South Carolina Horsemen’s Council which promotes horsemanship and
horse welfare in the state of South Carolina. The course
is set up to challenge the horse and rider with obstacles
that test the horse and rider. Mike Kinsey and his trainers
from Start ‘em Right Ranch in Belton provided the
judges and the cash payouts for the event and the
Anderson County Sheriff’s Office Mounted Search and
Rescue Team provided volunteers.
David Grant (The PeeDee Cowboy) from the TV show
HorseTales was on hand with his camera crew to film the event for one of their upcoming
shows and can be viewed online in about three
weeks on their web site www.horsetalestv.com/ .
The top score for the event went to Mark McCarter
with the York County
Sheriff’s Office who
removed himself from the
cash prize because he is a
board member of the
Horsemen’s Council. The top prize money went to Robert Thomas of
Rock Hill, SC, 2nd prize went to Greg Grochowski, 3rd prize went to
Olivia Valentine of Clover, SC

SC Horses = SC Business
The South Carolina Horsemen’s Council
is the only statewide organization that works for
the benefit of the equine community and the
industry we support, regardless of breed, riding
style or activity preference.

Connect, Communicate, Educate

Become a Sponsor of the SCHC!
Sponsorship provides advertising
in our newsletters,
on our web site and Facebook
at our events, clinics &
workshops.
Your support helps provide funding
for youth scholarship, stallions to
gelding grants and other activities.

Sponsorship helps the
South Carolina Horse Industry!
Join today
www.schorsecouncil.org

Preparing your horse for the start
of the show season
As the days grow longer and warmer, if your
thoughts are anything like mine, you are looking
forward to saddling up and enjoying your horse
minus the caked-on mud and wooly coat. However,
taking your darling horse from feral thelwell pony
to magnificent stead takes some time and know
how.
If you are hoping
to compete your
horse this season,
whether its
eventing, sj or
dressage a base
foundation of
fitness and
strength needs to be laid first to protect your horse
from potential injury. Long slow rides that build
stamina, combined with hill work and trot work
will help make their lungs strong and allow
muscles to work longer and harder as they get
fitter. Resist the urge to rush this process and allow
plenty of time for your horse to get used to the
increased work load.
With an increased workload comes the need for
proper feeding and supplementation. If you are
unsure what your horse may be deficient in, a vet
can pull a blood test to look at mineral and vitamin
levels. But as a basis, most horses will require an
electrolyte or salt lick and possibly a joint
supplement or similar if they are older or work
particularly hard. Personally, I am a fan of the
Platinum Performance, but once again, consult
your vet on what may work best for your horse.
Once your horse has a reasonable level of fitness
its time to start tackling the big tasks. If you are
hoping to show in the hunters or jumpers, you need
to expose your horse to all the potential fences they
could encounter in a course. Failing to prepare, is
preparing to fail. So, if you know your horse has
an issue with fillers, flowers, bright fences or loud
noises, then that's what you need to be practicing.
Working with an experienced trainer can save you
from wasting a lot of time and effort and help you
achieve your goals faster. Look for a trainer or
clinics that specialize in your chosen field and with
whom you feel you have a good rapport.

It is not just
the horse that
has been
sitting all
winter! If you
have been
enjoying the
warmth of the
fire and doing
little else, now
might be the time to slip on some sneakers and get
moving. You need to be able to support your own
weight over a fence
in your two-point position for up to 15 fences and
if you are eventing, you need to be able to get up
off your horses back for those long gallop stretches.
Remember that you and your horse are a team!
Help him out by being fit and strong enough to
make his hard job as easy as possible.
Lastly, remember that nearly all of us ride because
we love it and our horses. When you go to shows
or events, keep in mind that some horses and riders
will be green and may require more space, time and
consideration than a seasoned pair. Be encouraging
to those that are having a hard time. The heart of a
horse is a noble one - He loads into a tiny metal
box; he stands while you tack him up and put a
piece of metal in his mouth; then he fearlessly
jumps scary obstacles, puts all his heart into what
you ask of him and all he asks in return is your love
and care. Treat him with the respect and love that
he deserves.
Happy Riding!!

Kim Schierling-Rogers
Trainer & Owner
Triple H Stables
email: kim.schierling@live.com
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Become a Member of South Carolina Horsemen's Council
and

American Horse Council!
What The Council Does For You!
UNITES equine enthusiasts regardless of
specific interests on matters that impact our
right to own and keep horses/ other equines for
business and recreation.
REPRESENTS equine enthusiasts on issues
affecting the equine community and the
industry we support. The SCHC Membership
in the American Horse Council ensures that we
are also represented in
Washington.
EDUCATES members, elected and
government officials and the general public
about the benefits of equestrian activities and
programs. These include the Youth Scholarship
Program, Horse Welfare, Stallions to Geldings
Grants, Trail Mapping, SCHC trail ride, Annual
Expo, clinics, seminars, and disaster
preparedness plans.
PROMOTES the common interests of the
horse industry in SC.

What You Do for the Council!
JOIN! Any individual, family, farm,
business, or organization interested in horses
and the equine industry should join the council.
Power exists in numbers. People who share
a love for, interest in, or investment in horses
and the horse industry have united to ensure
that their views are represented to state and
federal agencies, the media and the public at
large.
Your membership adds strength to assure
that your voice is heard in our continuing
efforts to keep our animals, maintain our trails
and recreation areas, and protect the future
growth of our state horse industry in
recreational, business and personal endeavors.
Your membership helps to defray the cost
of SCHC programs and efforts to assure your
voice is heard.

SADDLE UP with the SCHC Directors
Are you interested in working with others who share your passion for horses? Whether you own
horses or other equines; ride or drive; work with horses or horse related businesses (What isn’t
related?); or just plain love horses and the rural lifestyle, you may want to consider joining SC
Horsemen’s Council Board of Directors.
Qualifications include being a member of the SCHC;
a legal resident of SC; residing in the District you
wish to represent and being willing to donate your
time to support the Horsemen’s Council in making a
difference for all equines and their owners across the
state.
The Board consists of Directors from each of the 5
Districts. Look over the SCHC website
www.schorsemenscouncil.org and see if you think
the organization is a good match for you and your
skills. If you are please contact SCHC at
info@schorsemenscouncil.org

How to Avoid Being A Victim of
A Scam Artist
W ritten b y Ellen W right ellen@netpo sse.com

We all think we are too smart for a scam artist. But every last one of us WILL either almost fall victim or
actually fall into their clutches at some point in our lives. It happens. Some of them are just that good. Or they
will hit us at a low point in our lives when our defenses are down.
How do you defend yourself against scam artists?
Well, we have collected quite a few ideas from the
professionals in several fields, and these ideas do work.
The thing about scam artists is that they depend on you
NOT seeing through the 'smoke' and mirrors' of their
scam AND not keeping up with everything they do and
say. They're going to paint you a picture that will be
just what you want to hear and see from clues YOU
will give them. Okay-let's get started.
1. Do not advertise your horse as being 'free' or 'cheap' or 'pasture mate'. Even if true, this alerts every
scammer for miles around that you are desperate to be rid of the horse and you are willing to load the horse up
in the first trailer you can find with the first person making the right noises. They will make the right noises.
That is a given.
2. Go to the address BEFORE you agree to the deal and check it out. Scammers will not want you to go to
their place. They'll come up with 30 reasons at least why they are not available for an on-site inspection.
Honest people will welcome you.
3. Record the conversations. Tell them that you are recording them-preferably afterwards-so they will be
aware that you will have a record of their dodgy conversation. Tell them that you will have a friend listen to itthen do that. Often someone else can hear something that you missed. They might hear where that scam artist
picked up on a clue you gave them and changed their story to match what you said.
4. Use a background check website. No, not kidding. It's cheap insurance. For about $25 you can find out
just about anything you want to know about somebody-address, phone number, family members, school, work,
credit rating, even neighbors. Use that information wisely. If you can call to get references, do it. Do the
neighbors like them? Or do they know for a fact that horses go out of that address on big trucks and don't come
back? Is that person really working as a vet assistant for a particular vet practice?

5. Do they lavish you with compliments and praise? HONK, HONK, HONK. Scammer Alert!! Might just
be their personality, but ordinary people don't normally get out the sugar shovel. If you are feeling really
needy, it might feel good, but watch out.
6. Do they have just best credentials EVER? We hear this one a lot-especially on this last big case. "This
person is a ____vet student at _____ so I KNOW my horse will get good care." Want to bet? The horse never
even reached the agreed upon property. The investigation is incomplete, but it could have gone to Mexico for
slaughter. We're hoping not.
7. Require you to take IMMEDIATE action? Ah, yes, the old pressure tactic that the car lot sales people
use so often. Hurry up and make up your mind, I haven't got all day, and there's somebody else...... If that's the
case, tell them to get moving. You weren't that interested anyway. You need to do your homework.
8. If you meet them in person, are they giving you INTENSE EYE CONTACT? It is a MYTH that people
who lie cannot make eye contact. The reality is they are often VERY GOOD at making and keeping eye
contact. In fact, sociopaths (the very kind of people who believe that the rules do not apply to them and who
have no empathy at all so preying on you doesn't bother them one little bit) are supremely GOOD at staring
you down. They enjoy a good staring contest. If this is going on, turn around and RUN.
9. Are they REFUSING TO MEET YOU? This is a RED FLAG. Sometimes they will want to send
somebody else to come pick up the horse. The answer to that one is NO, NO, AND HELL, NO. You want to
meet, PHOTOGRAPH THEM AND THE TRUCK/TRAILER. No substitutions are allowed.
10. We never recommend GIVING your horse to a stranger-even with a contract. Now don't get us
wrong. We recommend getting a bill of sale even on giveaways and contracts on every transfer of ownership.
However-and this is a big one-these people will ignore a contract or that 'return the horse if...." clause in a
contract faster than an Olympic downhill bobsledder. They know that their chances of A. being found out are
slim, and B. actually being hauled into court are even slimmer.
11. Con artists are master illusionists. `Always remember this: if you have a Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat,
Instagram, or other social media account, your life is visible to the outside world. Remember that advice to
look somebody up on a background check website? Yep-this is one place that those websites will go to for
information and it does not matter how tightly you think you have locked it down. They will get the
information. The software is that good. You can make it work FOR you as well as AGAINST you, of
course. You are in control of the information that goes on the social media websites. Don't put anything on
there that you would not want a scammer to know. Periodically go through your posts and 'clean' your page.
It's a good habit.
12. Too good to be true? You know that old saying, "If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is the
biggest lie you've ever heard". Scammers LOVE to spin these. Problem is-those with ill, arthritic, injured, old
horses WANT to hear this yarns-and that's exactly what they are-YARNS. They'll keep you just slightly off
balance, too. Watch out for that sensation.
13. Use of the FEAR FACTOR. Only about 7% of scams are reported to police. Why? because the con artists
will lash out and threaten harm to their victims. Here at Stolen Horse International, we have had volunteers
come to us TERRIFIED at what has been threatened to be done to them, their horses, and/or their barns if they
continued to speak out against these scammers. Details are horrifying and very real. These are not merely
threats, but real actions. We cannot warn you enough to take them seriously and to go to the police with all
evidence that you can.
We hope this article helps you avoid being a victim of a scammer. Having these tools should help you make a
wise decision while making this decision.

The South Carolina Horsemen’s Council wants You to share your expertise.
Volunteer for a committee and be active in your SC Horsemen’s Council.
The SCHC has several committees which undertake certain activities each year. We encourage all SCHC members to
volunteer for one or more of our committees. The success of SCHC depends completely upon volunteers giving of
their time and talents. Only through the personal participation of our members, can we continue to achieve all that we
do. Check out our current active committees let us know how you would like to become involved. If you would like to
join a committee email info@schorsemenscouncil.org with committee name, your name and contact information.
District Committee: Each District board members and general members for event planning, partnerships,
membership, sponsorship, etc.
Education /Youth Committee:
Determine what the educational needs are and the best means of obtaining and providing up to date information on
equine subjects, coordinate special educational activities as appropriate, obtaining speakers, written materials, web links
and other pertinent information. Coordinate with Veterinary Counsel. Determine SCHC goals regarding youth;
coordinate with and support other youth organizations such as FFA and 4-H which SCHC supports.
Legislative Committee- Vice President Governmental Affairs is Committee Chair:
Review proposed legislation that may impact the equine community/industry either negatively or positively. Notify the
membership of all known legislation under consideration. Encourage SCHC members to contact their respective
legislators on important issues and express their view(s). This committee may not try to influence legislation through
lobbying. Update information through Electronic Media Specialist.
Membership Committee:
Recommend materials & programs to promote membership growth, orient new members, and provide sustaining
benefits. Develop programs for providing better services to members, solicit input, and make recommendations to
board.
Trails Committee:
Maintain close liaison with state and federal trails agencies. Notify members of public meetings regarding horse trails on
public lands. Maintain contact with in-state Saddle clubs, regional trails organizations, national trails organizations, and
other groups regarding trails. Coordinate any Horsemen’s Council trail rides. Plan the Annual SCHC Trail Ride.
Coordinate participation at the American Heart Association Ride. Update trail information to Electronic Media
Specialist
Electronic Media Advisory Committee-Electronic Media Specialist is Chair:
Coordinate with officers to use broad based communication programs to inform SCHC members of activities, events,
and issues. Includes publishing 2 newsletters, maintaining web site, coordinating with committees for special notices or
other information, and assisting others with special events communications.
Horse Welfare Committee: - Connect, Communicate, and Educate for the betterment of SC horses, SC horse owners
and the SC horse community/industry. Maintain Horse Help Hotline list of rescue and animal control contacts.
Maintain and process Stallions to Geldings Grant funding applications from rescue groups and hardship individual
cases. Arrange with vet in area of horses for the procedure at a reasonable price. Billing is made directly to the SCHC
treasurer. Communicate with all parties. Provide emergency grant funding to assist rescue groups and individuals with
emergency situations.

Timed Obstacle Challenge
On May 5th the South Carolina Horsemen’s Council District 2
held a Timed Obstacle Challenge at Cottonwood Arena in York,
SC. The Challenge drew over 30 participants competing for the
cash prices in two divisions, Open and Youth
South Carolina Horsemen’s Council promotes horsemanship
and horse welfare in the state of South Carolina. The course is
set up to challenge the horse and rider with obstacles that test
the horse and rider.
All proceeds go toward South

Carolina Horsemen’s Council programs.

The top scores went to:

Open Division

1st

2nd

3rd

Melvin Brown
(Score 314)
of York, SC

Youth Division
Katie McCarter
(Score 373)
of York, SC

Mike Kinsey
(Score 382)
of Belton, SC

Katie Hughes
(Score 481)
of Clover, SC

Robert Thomas
(Score 621)
of Rock Hill, SC

Ana Garcia
(Score490)
of Smyrna, SC

Equine Legal Strategies You Should Know About
By Jennifer Breaux Howe

There are many things that horse and farm owners can do to minimize their legal liability when it comes to horses. This
article is a good reminder of how to protect yourself, and for those individuals who are new to South Carolina, this is an
introduction to South Carolina law.
#1 – Become familiar with the equine liability immunity statute in your state. South Carolina’s equine liability immunity
statute is § 47-9-720 which can be found at http://www.scstatehouse.gov/code/t47c009.php. This statute provides that
generally you are protected from injuries resulting from the inherent risk of equine activity. There are four exceptions to
this statute that waive the immunity granted by our state and you should pay careful attention to these.
#2 -- Be sure that you post warning signs as mandated by your state legislature. South Carolina law is very specific that
the warning notice must be in black letters that are at least one inch in height. There is language for these warning signs
that is specific to each state. South Carolina’s warning sign language is set forth in § 47-9-730(B), and can be found at
http://www.scstatehouse.gov/code/t47c009.php, it states:
WARNING Under South Carolina law, an equine activity sponsor or equine professional is not
liable for an injury to or the death of a participant in an equine activity resulting from an inherent
risk of equine activity, pursuant to Article 7, Chapter 9 of Title 47, Code of Laws of South Carolina,
1976.
You can purchase these signs from the South Carolina’s Horsemen’s Council at http://www.schorsecouncil.org/giftshop.
#3 – Know where the warning signs belong. Under § 47-9-730(A), these signs must be placed in a clearly visible
location on or near stables, corrals, or arenas where the equine professional or the equine activity sponsor conducts
equine activities. These signs will be most visible at the entrance used most often.
#4 – Purchase good equine insurance. Insurance will not prevent a law suit, but it will protect your home and assets.
Your legal defense alone could easily cost thousands to tens of thousands of dollars depending on the severity of the
law suit. Please note that your homeowner’s insurance does not cover your horse(s).
#5 – Use liability releases/waivers drafted by an equine attorney that includes the warning language above. Be careful
using form contracts as they are unlikely to be state-specific and even less likely to have been prepared by an attorney
familiar with the law in your state.
#6 – Be sure to keep your barn, land, fences and other property in good repair. If you know of an issue have it repaired
as quickly as possible. In the meantime, be sure to warn guests, friends, workers, etc. of any potential hazards and post a
sign warning of the hazard until it can be repaired. The quicker you have it repaired the less time someone has to get
injured.
#7 – Always use good common horse sense. Clean and inspect tack regularly and replace faulty tack immediately; train
your employees thoroughly and make sure they practice all barn rules; fully evaluate riders, their abilities and the horses
to avoid unnecessary risks; and address potential problems immediately. For example, if you know children from the
neighborhood are feeding horses over the fence (or worse – entering pastures) then that issue needs to be addressed as
soon as possible.
DISCLAIMER: This article does not constitute legal advice and there is no attorney/client relationship
between the readers and the writer of this article. Please consult a knowledgeable equine attorney for more
information regarding your legal equine needs.

Mosquito-borne viruses
emerge in spring as a threat
to S.C. horses
Tom Hallman, Public Service and Agriculture
May 23, 2018
South Carolina horses is at risk from deadly viruses that emerge with
mosquitoes this time of year. However, effective vaccines can save their
lives and help keep the diseases from spreading.
Image Credit: Clemson Public Service and Agriculture

COLUMBIA — A five-milligram mosquito can slay a
1,000-pound horse in a matter of days. All it needs is
the right virus.
But with your help, the horse can survive the attack. All
you need is the right vaccine — at the right time.
Now’s the time.
“Last year in South Carolina, we had 10 cases of West
Nile Virus in horses and another nine of Eastern
Equine Encephalitis (EEE),” said Sean Eastman,
director of field services for the Animal Health
Programs branch of Clemson University LivestockPoultry Health.
“These diseases have a very high mortality rate in
exposed, unvaccinated horses — between 30 and 40
percent for West Nile and 90 percent for EEE,”
Eastman said. “With the emergence of mosquitoes and
the appearance of these viruses in nearby states, proper
vaccination for horses is essential.”
West Nile and EEE are transmitted to horses by
mosquitoes, often the black-tailed mosquito, Culiseta
melanura, which is a scourge from Maine to Mexico.
Reducing mosquito populations around the farm is a
good first step, but only vaccination can prevent the

disease from developing once a tiny infected assassin
buzzes into the barn.
Livestock-Poultry Health, a regulatory arm of
Clemson’s Public Service and Agriculture unit,
recommends at least annual vaccinations for both
Eastern and Western Equine Encephalitis, West Nile
Virus and rabies in consultation with the owner’s
veterinarian. A diagnosis or symptoms suggesting any
of these diseases are required to be reported to the state
veterinarian’s office within 48 hours.
“These diseases can quickly get out of hand if we don’t
vaccinate horses,” said Boyd Parr, state veterinarian and
Livestock-Poultry Health director. “The best defense is
for owners to maintain current equine vaccinations for
their horses.”
Although tetanus is not among the required “reportable
diseases,” Parr and Eastman highly recommend that
horses be vaccinated for tetanus at the same time.
“The first thing they showed us in veterinary school
was a video of people who had contracted rabies. I
guarantee you, if you’d ever seen that video you would
have your horse vaccinated immediately,” Eastman said.
“And EEE is a quickly progressing disease, but it’s
preventable with a vaccine. It’s not a hard thing to do.”

The Palmetto State has made progress in combatting
these common equine diseases. In 2013, South Carolina
led the nation with 49 cases of EEE in horses, 48 of
which died. The numbers have come down gradually,
but the state isn’t out of the woods yet.
“When I was a commercial veterinarian I would ask my
customers, would you like to pay $40 now or several
thousand to treat your horse later and hope the
treatment works,” said Eastman, who now directs
Livestock-Poultry Health animal health inspectors who
routinely visit sale barns across the state. “It honestly
may come down to a choice between a dead horse or
spending $40 to keep him safe.”
EEE symptoms
Although people are not immune, Eastern Equine
Encephalitis is a rare illness in humans, according to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
Most people infected will show no apparent illness, but
severe cases begin with the sudden onset of headache,
high fever, chills and vomiting. It can be fatal. People
who are concerned should contact their physicians, Parr
said.
Symptoms in horses usually develop from two to five
days after exposure. These include stumbling, circling,
head-pressing, depression or apprehension, weakness of
legs, partial paralysis, inability to stand, muscle twitching
or death.

West Nile symptoms
Most people infected with the West Nile virus, the
CDC says, do not show signs of it at all. The rest, about
20 percent, may develop a fever with other symptoms,
such as headache, body aches, joint pains, vomiting,
diarrhea or rash, but most will recover completely,
though weakness and fatigue may linger.
A small number, about 1 in 150, develop a severe illness
that affects the central nervous system, such as
encephalitis or meningitis. About 10 percent of those
will die, according to the CDC.
In horses, West Nile infection often produces flu-like
signs, including depression and mild anorexia;
occasional drowsiness; skin sensitivity and brief,
spontaneous contractions of fine and coarse muscle and
skin tissue; changes in mental activity, such as lack of
attention; weakness and the loss of control of body
movements, such as propulsive walking or pushing
forward.
In South Carolina, any livestock, including horses, that
display neurologic signs, such as stumbling, circling,
head-pressing, depression or apprehension, must be
reported to the state veterinarian at 803-788-2260
within 48 hours, according to state law.
Information on animal diseases and reporting
requirements can be found on the Livestock-Poultry
Health website, www.clemson.edu/lph.

Life in Horse Rescue, It Takes a Tribe!!
Life in horse rescue can be difficult. Rescuers must be in tune with the
human aspect while administering to the equine needs. Jan Carter with
SCARE has seen and experienced the good, the bad and the ugly. SCARE is
one of the oldest rescue organizations in SC. Networking is a great asset
when a need arises. Knowing what resources are available is a must.
Through years of helping equine Jan has learned of resources that are
available to SC owners.
Recently Jan Carter was contacted by Barbara
Paul of Our Little Farm in Pelion, SC. Barbara
had a stallion mysteriously appear in her
pasture. As mysteriously as he appeared he vanished. After this occurred several
times Barbara found the owner convincing him to let her keep the horse. Jan
directed Barbara to contact the South Carolina Horsemen’s Council for a grant
through their Stallions to Geldings program. Unfortunately, the stallion kept
breaking out and getting with Barbara’s rescue mares. With the help of Jan, he
was relocated to Kylie Samuels Smith stable that was equipped for stallions.
SCHC awarded the gelding grant along with assisting help to ensure the mares
would not have any unwanted foals. Kylie Samuels Smith was able to also apply
for a grant to have another rescue stallion to be gelded. Photo is Dr. Sarah
Blackwell of Ark Veterinary Services, LLC while preparing to geld
the illusive stallion.
In June of 2017 a month-old
colt arrived at Lakewood
Farm with its mother and 7
other horses that were in
horrible condition. This
spring Wanda Wood received
a grant to geld the colt.
Many thanks to Dr Dixon DVM of Boulevard Animal Hospital for his
services after a very long day. With the help of SCHC and a loving
teenager “Flame” has rebound into a lovely yearling.
Helping equine can be an unthankful task, those who have done it know that most of the time the only
reward they will receive is seeing the horse go on to live a productive life. The 3 equine mention here have a
better life with the assistance of two nonprofit organizations and 7 humans.

Sometimes all they need is a leg up!
The goal of South Carolina Horsemen’s Council Stallions to Geldings program is to reduce the number of
unwanted horses in South Carolina by aiding qualified horse owners willing to geld their stallions and by
partnering with horse welfare organizations to offer gelding clinics. If you know of a horse in need or an
owner who is struggling, please reach out and direct them to our resources
http://www.schorsemenscouncil.org/horse-health-programs.html
To SCHC sponsors and members YOU are a part of the process! YOU have made the difference in these
horses lives!!

